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Welcome to MSL 3.x - Encoder compatibility

Learn how to test and qualify third-party encoders for streaming media events, via Media Services Live
(MSL) Stream Packaging or MSL HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest.

Even though Media Services Live 3.x supports multiple input and output types with a great deal of flexibility
and robustness, you should test any live stream encoder before you use it for a live event. This ensures live
events are successful and provides third-party vendors an opportunity to validate their solution in a non-
production environment.

Why should I test compatibility for an encoder?
Basic compatibility testing is a very lightweight process that can quickly determine if a stream encoder is
capable of powering a live event in Media Services Live. It is a bare minimum, however, and might not cover
many functionality requirements, such as the ability to recover from various interruptions. To ensure high-
quality, uninterrupted live events, use encoders tested in a robust qualification process.

Why should I qualify an encoder?
Qualification has several benefits. It enables both parties to benefit from an ongoing relationship, both
business and technical, allowing them to evolve together and address potential issues quickly and efficiently.
Ultimately this provides a better experience for mutual customers. We will work with the vendor to ensure
new features and functionality in Media Services Live and in the vendor’s product continue to work together
by providing ongoing technical updates and testing capabilities in Media Services Live. This cooperation will
allow us to recommend qualified encoders to interested customers and prospects, as they have been shown
to provide a reliable solution.

The compatibility testing process
Here, you'll find an overview of steps used in the compatibility testing process.

How to

1. Third party performs technical review of encoder guidelines.

2. Third party returns completed guidelines' checklist per protocol.

3. Test entry points and playback URLs are provided.

4. Third party publishes functioning stream on provided entry point.

5. We analyze streams and provides approval or feedback.

6. Third parties interested in having their encoder solution tested in Media Services Live must have their
technical personnel review the encoder guidelines for each protocol they are going to test. These
guidelines describe the requirements for encoders in Media Services Live, recommendations for
encoders on the network, and the benefits or limitations that can be expected for each item
discussed.
We cover the specifics for each platform, later in this guide:

• MSL for RTMP: Live encoder guidelines on page 8

• MSL for HLS Ingest: Live encoder guidelines on page 12
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• MSL for HDS Ingest: Live encoder guidelines on page 23

• MSL for DASH Ingest: live encoder guidelines on page 31

7. After a solution meets requirements, third parties complete the associated checklist for each protocol
they are testing and forward it to encoder_qual_requests@akamai.com. Include the following:

8. Appropriate business and technical contacts.

9. A list of our customers and prospects interested in using their solution,

10. Any personnel they are working with so they can be kept up-to-date,

11. The checklist for each protocol they are testing.

12. Once we have reviewed the information, they will contact the party with instructions describing how
to receive access to our system. Access will depend on the situation and the protocol(s) to be tested.

13. Once the third party has received access to our various networks they must publish a stream to the
provided entry point that plays back successfully. Akamai analyzes the incoming stream and
evaluates it. If the encoder performs compatibly with Media Services Live, then the encoder can be
used to stream live events. If it doesn’t, then Akamai provides feedback to help resolve the problem.

The qualification process
Here, you'll find an overview of steps used in the qualification process.

How to

1. Begin by contacting the partner team at partner_qualifications@akamai.com.
2. Participate in a conference call introducing Partner Program and Qualification Process.

3. Do a technical review of encoder guidelines by vendor.

4. Complete and return the checklist, per protocol.

5. Complete the following testing:

a. In-Lab: Ship the live encoder to the lab with SDI input and instructions.

b. Remote: Test the provided entrypoints.

6. Akamai analyzes the encoder and the streams, provides feedback, and approves the encoder once it
tests successfully.

7. Third parties interested in qualifying an encoder should contact our NetAlliance partner team at
partner_qualifications@akamai.com with their business information. A call will be arranged
to discuss the NetAlliance program, the protocols supported by their solution and the process for
thoroughly testing their solution in Media Services Live to provide a qualified rating. Third parties
should review the current guidelines for encoders to be compatible with Media Services Live (see this
guide’s appendices). Reviewing these guidelines and returning their associated checklists should be
completed as early as possible.

8. Testing is performed by our engineering department's encoder lab. To support testing, third parties
should provide a loaner encoder that can be set up in a lab.

9. Testing in our lab environment efficiently determines compatibility, flexibility, and reliability. Remote
testing may be possible in certain circumstances, but it presents additional logistical challenges and
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can't adequately test fault recovery in the same way we can in the lab. Arrangements for remote
testing will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

10. Once qualified, both parties should ensure that the following items are in place over the life of the
partnership:

11. Formal business and technical contacts

12. Business and technical escalation paths

13. Technical documentation and resources for our CCare group

14. Mutual updates provided for new versions of hardware and software

15. Cooperation to ensure that new versions will continue to be compatible with Media Services Live

16. Qualified partners are highlighted to our field teams and suggested to our customers and prospects
as recommended solutions to enable their live events in Media Services Live. Partners can also
inform their customers and prospects that they have been qualified for use in Media Services Live.
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Use a qualified live encoder

If you use a qualified encoder with Media Services Live, your event setup will be less stressful and you'll end
up with a more successful live event.

Don't use a non-qualified encoder
If you use an encoder that isn't listed here, you'll experience difficult technical escalations and issue
resolution, unsupported security mechanisms, and incompatibilities with various functionality, such as 24/7
streams.

Specifically, HDS and DASH streams pushed from unqualified live encoders are rejected.

Supported encoders for MSL 3.x
These third party encoders have been thoroughly tested against Media Services Live 3.x to ensure that
hardware, software, and future updates meet compatibility guidelines.

Company Encoder RTMP
Ingest

HLS Ingest HDS
Ingest

DASH
Ingest

Smooth
Ingest

Bright Cove Zencoder 1.1 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Elemental Elemental
Live

2.10.0 2.10.0 2.9.3 2.9.3 2.10.0

Envivio Halo 5.00 5.00 5.0.1 5.00 5.00

Envivio Muse
Live(formerl
y 4Caster)

5.03 5.03 Not
supported

Not
supported

5.03

Haivision KulaByte 5.0 5.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Haivision MakitoX 1.5.2 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Harmonic ProMedia
Live

1.65 1.65 Not
supported

Not
supported

1.65

ImagineCo
mmunicatio
ns(formerly
Digital
Rapids)

StreamLE 3.8.0 3.8.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

3.8.0

iStreamPla
net

Aventus 7.1 7.1 7.1 Not
supported

Not
supported

Media
Excel

Hero 3.42 3.42 Not
supported

3.42.295.16
6

3.42

Real
Network

Helix 3.42 3.42 Not
supported

Not
supported

3.42
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Company Encoder RTMP
Ingest

HLS Ingest HDS
Ingest

DASH
Ingest

Smooth
Ingest

Viewcast Niagara 7.0.283.0 7.0.283.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Wowza Wowza
Streaming
Engine

4.5 4.5 4.5 Not
supported

Not
supported

Partner Live Encoders

Compan
y

Encoder RTMP
Ingest

HLS
Ingest

HDS
Ingest

DASH
Ingest

Smooth
Ingest

Notes

Adobe Prime
Live
Packager

Not
supported

1.3.2 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Anevia ViaMotion
Plus

Not
supported

3.5.4 Not
supported

Not
supported

3.5.4

Anvato Live 2.1 2.1 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Ateme Titan 3.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

3.0

ATX VersAtive
Pro

0.21 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Capella
Systems

Capella
Live

3.2 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Cires21 C21 Live 2.2 2.2 Not
supported

2.2 Not
supported

Cisco(for
merly
Inlet
Spinnake
r)

AnyRes 9.5.1 9.5.1 Not
supported

9.5.1 9.5.1

EasyLive EasyLive 0.2 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

SBR only

G&L Custom 1.2 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Igolgi BEO Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

2.1

Keepixo(f
ormerly
Allegro
DVT)

Genova &
ALXXXX

spruce.16
.7 kiwi

spruce.16
.7 kiwi

Not
supported

kiwi kiwi

LiveU Solo 5.3 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

SBR only

Neulion MC 2.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported
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Compan
y

Encoder RTMP
Ingest

HLS
Ingest

HDS
Ingest

DASH
Ingest

Smooth
Ingest

Notes

Orban Opticode
c-PC

1010 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Audio
only

Polycom 1.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Prixmio 0.5 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

River
Silica

PIXFIX 2.1.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Telestrea
m

Wirecast 5.0.3 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Telos ProSTRE
AM x.2

1.03 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Audio
only

Telos ProSTRE
AM

2.6.3beta Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Audio
only

Telos Omnia
A.XE

1.73 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Audio
only

Teradek Teradek 7.3.3 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

TFI
Digital
Media
Limited

HERMES
Live
Encoder

Not
supported

2.2.14 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

TV1.EU LT 1.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Thomson
Video
Networks

ViBE
VS7000

4.5 4.5 Not
supported

4.5 4.5

Vbrick Vbrick700
0

3.1.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

SBR Only

VBrick VBrick90
00

4.3.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

SBR Only

VITEC MGW
Encoder

1.0 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Vizrt Coder 1.1 Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported

Not
supported
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MSL for RTMP: Live encoder guidelines

This section explains the required and recommended specifications for live stream encoders that are
compatible with Media Services Live for the RTMP platform. Compatible encoders should be capable of
successfully streaming a live event, but meeting these guidelines does not guarantee performance of any
encoder in Media Services Live.

Requirements for RTMP
The following items are required for an encoder to function in Media Services Live: Stream Packaging
(RTMP Ingest). Do not use any encoder that does not meet these requirements.

RTMP, H.264, and VP6 compliance
Encoders must be compliant with the RTMP, H.264, and VP6 specifications.

onMetData
The onMetaData object information must be sent in the first packet and consistently throughout the life of
the live stream. This object must include the following properties:

• videocodecid

• audiocodecid

• audioonly

• videoonly

• stereo

• audiocodecid

• videocodecid

• width

• height

• videodatarate

• audiodatarate

• audiosamplerate

• audiosamplesize

• audiochannels

• framerate

• avcprofile
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• avclevel

• aacaot

Authentication
Akamai or Adobe authentication is required for RTMP.

Note: When using Adobe authentication in a multi-TCP connection, you need to
sequence your multi-bit rate TCP connection in series and not in parallel.

Single stream per TCP connection
Encoders must be capable of producing each stream on their own TCP connection. This optimizes
performance and enables additional performance and control during congested periods. If an encoder does
not use separate TCP connections for each stream, it might experience packet loss, delays, and
synchronization issues during an event.

Sync across renditions
Encoders must provide some mechanism to sync across renditions to support MBR (Multiple Bitrate)
streaming. Encoding solutions that use multiple encoders for MBR sets must provide a solution to sync
renditions across each encoder.

End of stream sent before connection close
Encoders need to send the appropriate end-of-stream signal before a TCP connection is closed. Encoders
that fail to properly send the end of stream will orphan the stream, leaving it in an unusable state and
negating future attempts to use the same stream name and ID.

Resolve hostnames and reconnect
To properly connect to an entrypoint, encoders must be capable of performing DNS lookups to resolve the
stream publishing URL hostname. Encoders must also do a DNS lookup when a connection is interrupted in
order re-resolve the hostname and reconnect to an entrypoint. This re-resolving of the hostname must be
done on any connection that is disrupted to ensure up-to-date DNS information is used when reconnecting.
An encoder should not reuse a cached IP address from a previous DNS lookup for other bit rates of the
same hostname that may also experience a disconnect. Each bit rate should re-resolve upon disconnect.

An entrypoint might get overloaded, go down for maintenance, or encounter bad connectivity. In such cases,
the disconnect from the entrypoint triggers a failover to a new entrypoint capable of properly consuming the
stream. The re-resolution of the hostname on disconnect makes this possible.

Resending onMetatdata is also required with the new connection.

Audio and video sequence headers
Media Services Live for Stream Packaging requires audio and video sequence headers to be embedded in
the packets at the beginning of each streaming session. When you restart the stream, ensure that it
transmits the audio and video sequence headers again to maintain quality streaming.

Encoder identification
Encoders must be able to provide a User-Agent header that contains unique information about brand name
and version number in a readable format. Simply alter the flashver string in the AMF object when the
connection message is initially established.
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If you use authentication, the flashver string should be ‘{Encoder name}/{Version #}’

If you use Adobe authentication, the flashverstring is prefixed to the existing string. Therefore, it looks like
this: ‘{Encoder name}/{Version #} FMLE /3.0 (compatible; FMSc/1.0)’

Recommendations for RTMP
The following items are recommended for encoders in Media Services Live. Encoders that can't provide
these will have limited functionality.

Stream lag or jump forward solution
Encoders should detect that current RTMP packets are lagging behind or jumping forward in the timestamp.
This condition might happen due to many reasons, such as:

• Network connectivity issue between an encoder and our Entrypoint/Ingest;

• Exhaustion of CPU and memory resources on the encoder;

• Encoder bugs.

• If the stream lag/jump forward is greater than the configurable number of GOP sizes (default should
be 2 GOP sizes), an encoder should take the following actions if it detects such condition:

• TCP disconnect and reconnect all renditions/bitrates in that adaptive bitrate session

• Drop all data from the time that the timestamp lag or jump forward is detected until the current time
when connection has been re-established

• Restart the stream at the GOP boundary

• Resend all stream initialization information on a reconnect such as onMetadata, if video is H.264
encoded then video sequence headers, if audio is AAC-encoded then audio sequence headers.

• If this feature isn't available on the encoder there is a setting per stream on the our ingest system
that can be enabled to do the above from the ingest system - the ingest will detect the lag and
disconnect all renditions assuming the encoder reconnects all of them. The lag amount required to
disconnect the stream is configurable on the ingest.

• This has been seen to work well for transient network loss/latency issues. If the degradation is
ongoing for a longer period, then this would result in frequent disconnections and reconnections.

Usage of B-frames
Using B-frame isn't recommended because introduction of B-frame causes diminishing quality of HLS
playback. For more details, contact your Account Representative.
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Encoder qualification compatibility checklist
The purpose of this checklist is to understand which live stream encoders meet the requirements and
recommendations of Media Services Live: Stream Packaging. After completing this checklist please return it
to encoder_qual_requests@akamai.com to assist testing.

-- General Information --
Contact Name:
Contact Company:
Contact Email:
Contact Phone:
Encoder Manufacter:
Encoder Model:
Encoder Software Version:

-- Requirements --
Compliance with RTMP, H.264, and VP6
- Is the encoder designed in compliance with the RTMP, H.264 and VP6 
specifications?
onMetaData
- Does the encoder send the appropriate onMetaData information in the first 
packet of every stream start?

Single Stream per TCP Connection
- Does the encoder use a single TCP connection per stream?
Sync Across Renditions
- Does the encoder provide some mechanism to sync renditions across a 
multiple bitrate set?
End of Stream Sent Before Connection Close
- Does the encoder send an “end of stream” before closing connections?
Resolve Hostnames and Reconnect
- Can the encoder resolve hostnames upon the initial connection and 
reconnects?
Failover to Alternate Host Upon Error/Failure
- Can the encoder use an alternative host should an Entry Point become 
unavailable?
Entry Point & Error Recovery
- Can the encoder properly recover when an entrypoint restarts?
-- Support Functionality Questions --
Support for Multiple Streams on the Same Encoder
- Does your encoder support the ability to generate multiple time synced 
streams, aka MBR, from a single instance of your encoder?
Support for Multiple Streams Across Multiple Encoders
- Does your encoder support the ability to generate multiple time synced 
streams, aka MBR, using multiple instances of your encoder?
Support for Audio-Only Streams
- Does your encoder support the ability to produce streams that only contain 
an audio track?
Support for Video-Only Streams
- Does your encoder support the ability to produce streams that only contain 
an video track?
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MSL for HLS Ingest: Live encoder guidelines

This section explains the recommended and required specifications for live stream encoders compatible with
Media Services Live for HLS Ingest. Compatible encoders should be capable of successfully streaming a
live event, but meeting these guidelines does not guarantee performance of any encoder on our network.

Recommended items will provide a better experience. The limitations of not having those items are
explained where appropriate.

Note: Media Services Live for HLS Ingest does not honor live encoders’ HTTP
DELETE requests. While Media Services servers will return a 200 HTTP status code,
the content isn't actually deleted as requested.

Requirements for HLS Ingest
The following items are required for an encoder to function in Media Services Live. Avoid using encoders
that do not meet these requirements.

Compliance with Apple HTTP Live Streaming
Encoders must meet the recommendations set by Apple in the HTTP Live Streaming overview.

URL configurability
Encoders should allow specification of a POST server address, also known as a POST URL, upload URL, or
ingress URL. Encoders must allow specification of a playback address, also known as a playback URL or
retrieval link.

PUT/POST request
Encoders should be capable of uploading generated content, video segments, and playlist/manifest files
using multiple PUT/POST requests. Each segment should be uploaded in its own request. It is preferable to
use a persistent connection for these requests.

Segment numbering
The following points apply to segment numbering:

• Segments generated by the encoder must be created with monotonically increasing segment
numbers such as 1, 2, 3, etc.

• Segment numbers must be extractable from upload URL using regex.

Segment directory rollover
To support events longer than an hour, an encoder must be capable of using multiple directories to upload
segments. It should be configured to rollover to a new directory at a set interval to ensure that approximately
5 hours’ worth of segments are uploaded per directory.

For example, if the encoder is configured to use the maximum supported 10-second segments, then your
directory rollover will consist of 2000 segments. This will cause the rollover to occur ~5.5 hours.
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The directory names can be anything you choose. For example, you can append a number after the
directory name that increases with each rollover. It is preferred that you restart the numbering of segments
within a directory at zero (0), but this is optional.

Unique session ID
The path and segment number must be treated as one entity. So, they can't repeat. Archived data becomes
corrupted when the encoder restarts and attempts to use the previous sequence number and path. The
encoder must not introduce any other changing parameters such as frequently changing time stamps in the
URL path. For example, assume the URL path format is:

<eventname>/<sessionID>/<bitrateID>/<directory_rollover#>/ 
<timestamp>_<sequence#>.ts

Introducing the <timestamp> parameter creates another set of directories for each .ts file—a condition
that would cause excess directories and possible timeouts over long periods of time.

Ideally, the path should appear as follows:

<eventname>/<sessionID>/<bitrateID>/<directory_rollover#>/
<somename>_<sequence#>.ts

In this case, only the <directory_rollover#> and <sequence#> parameters change, which is the
desired behavior.

URL formatting
Media Services Live Version 3.2

The following table describes the entrypoint hostnames and pathnames for Media Services Live Version 3.2
and above.

Current New (Media Services Live Version 3.2 and
above)

Current hostname:
post.example-i.akamaihd.net

New hostname:
p-
ep.<stream_id>.i.akamaientrypoint.net

Current URL path:
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/
live/<stream_id>/<eventname>/
<sessionID>/<bitrateID>/
<directory_rollover#>/
<somename>_<sequence#>.ts

New URL path:
http://p-
ep.<stream_id>.i.akamaientrypoint.net
/<stream_id>/<uniquesourcename>/
<sessionID>/<bitrateID>/
<OPTIONAL_PATH>/
<somename>_<sequence#>.ts

Variable values enclosed in < > are as follows:

• <stream_id>. The unique identifier for the stream provided by Akamai.
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• <uniquesourcename>. This is a nomenclature change of the current event name. This is the first
URL path component following the <stream_id>. Customers will use this name to identify the
current media source from a set of sources ingesting into Akamai.

• <sessionID>. This is needed to distinguish different encoder restart points and make sure that path
duplications do not overwrite the media objects across the restart points. For example, for a 24x7
source, a good recommendation is to have a string with the date time string at the time of
connection: <stream_id>/<uniquesourcename>/20160628T18h22m10s/* or <stream_id>/
<uniquesourcename>/T1467082295/*. For details about the unique session ID, see Segment
Directory Rollover, above.

• <bitrateID>. A unique path element to distinguish media segments specific to a bit rate. It is
mandatory to have this path element. Bit rate in kilo bits of the corresponding media object should be
extractable using a regular expression such as: */rend4000K/*, */master_3000K/*, */
bitrate3000K/*.

• <OPTIONAL_PATH>. Other fixed path names for specific work flows that aren't mandatory. For
software releases prior to Media Services Live version 3.2, this is the directory rollover path name.
Media Services Live version 3.2 and above does not require directory rollover. You can upload all of
the segment objects for a specific bit rate into the same URL path. However, to ensure compatibility
the encoder should continue to support both directory rollover as well as non-rollover options in the
short term.

Legacy Media Services Live versions (pre-3.2)

Encoders should be capable of using a POST URL in the following form:

http://post.example-i.akamaihd.net/[stream_id]/[event_name]/
[filename_.m3u8_or_.ts]

The playback URL takes the form:

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/[stream_id]/[event_name]/
[filename_.m3u8_or_.ts]

Upload ordering
In accordance with Apple’s recommendation, encoders must upload all required files for a specific bit rate
and segment before proceeding to the next segment. For example, for a bit rate that has segments and a
playlist that updates every segment and key files, encoders should upload the segment file followed by a key
file (optional) and the playlist file in serial fashion. Encoders must not upload segment (N+1) until segment N
has been uploaded.

The order of operation should be:

1. Upload the .ts file. Don't proceed until this succeeds. If it fails, retry it.

2. Optionally, upload the key file.

3. Upload .m3u8. If it fails, retry.

Codecs
The only supported codecs for playback on iOS devices are H.264 for video and AAC for audio. Encoders
must be capable of encoding using these formats.
MSL 3.x Encoder Compatibility
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To accommodate all iOS devices, encoders must be capable of video encoding using the H.264 Baseline
profile.

Properly marking playlists complete
At the end of a list stream, encoders must mark the stream as complete by inserting the appropriate tag into
the .m3u8 playlist file. This ensures that the device behaves appropriately when it comes to the end of the
stream. This tag, EXT-X-ENDLIST , will prevent unexpected playback issues when the device comes to the
end of the stream. While this isn't required for playback, it is highly recommended to ensure that viewers
have a consistent and high-quality playback experience.

Key frame alignment
Stream encoders should produce key frame alignment across bit rates per the targeted segment duration.
For example, if an encoder is generating maximum supported 10-second segments, then every 10 seconds
there must be timestamp-aligned key frames across streams. The streams’ frame rate could otherwise
deviate and drop out of synchronization.

Ensure that the key frames are at the very beginning of the segment and not in the middle or end of the
segment.

Encoder identification
Encoders must be able to send a User-Agent header that provides information about brand name, version
number, and build number in a readable format.

Master playlists
The filenames index.m3u8, playlist.m3u8 and master.3u8 are considered master playlist names and are
hard-coded into the system. You can post these playlists only during the encoding session startup. Akamai
makes special provisions in the configuration metadata to post the playlists directly to persistent storage.

Use these filenames only for the master variant playlist.

Apart from these default names, you can create a distinct name for the master variant playlist using the
following guidelines:

• Enter one filename per line.

• Filenames can contain any of the following characters: a-z,A-Z,0-9,_,-,.,?, and *. They should have
the extension .m3u8.

• The characters * and ? are treated as wild-cards.

• Filenames are case sensitive.

Recommendations for HLS Ingest
The following items are recommended for encoders in Media Services Live. Encoders that can’t provide
these will have limited functionality.

Primary and backup workflows

To avoid interruptions in the distributed system, encoders should be able to publish the same content to
primary and backup locations. Encoders should be able to input primary and backup publishing and
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playback hostnames and primary and backup paths for a given stream. The same content should be
simultaneously published to primary and backup paths.

Publishing workflow
The encoder should generate the primary and backup URLs as follows:

• Primary Publishing. This should be https://post.[example]-i.akamaihd.net/
[stream_id]/[event_name], where the [example] variable is the name of your MSL
configuration, [stream_id] is the unique identifier Akamai assigned to your stream, and
[event_name] is the name of the event associated with your live stream, if applicable. Here's an
example:

http://post.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002/test79

• Backup Publishing. This should be https://postb.[example]-i.akamaihd.net/[stream_id]-b/
[event_name]. All of the variables in the path are the same as the Primary Publishing URL. Here's an
example:

http://postb.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002-b/test79

The post element

While optional, using the post element in your publishing hostname is recommended, as it ensures that your
encoder’s broadcast is given priority over other traffic types, reducing upload errors and retry attempts.
Stream availability becomes more reliable as well.

• Primary Publishing. This would be: https://p-ep.[example]-i.akamaihd.net/
[stream_id]/[event_name]. The variable values are the same as above. Here's an example:

http://p-ep.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002/test79

• Backup Publishing. This would be: https://b-ep.[example]-i.akamaihd.net/
[stream_id]-b/[event_name]. The variable values are the same as above. Here's an example:

http://b-ep.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002-b/test79

Note: The stream ID must be identical between your primary and backup
streams. The stream ID can be obtained from Akamai Control Center in the
Manage HD Live Streams and Stream Details pages.

Publish each bit rate playlist in its own directory

Instead of publishing where every bit rate playlist is in the same directory, like this:

• https://postb.singest-i.akamaihd.net/255540-b/UFC203mainlive/
index-1300.m3u8

• https://postb.singest-i.akamaihd.net/255540-b/UFC203mainlive/
index-2200.m3u8

•
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We recommend publishing each bit rate playlist is in its own directory:

• https://postb.singest-i.akamaihd.net/255540-b/UFC203mainlive/index-1300/
index-1300.m3u8

• https://postb.singest-i.akamaihd.net/255540-b/UFC203mainlive/index-2200/
index-2200.m3u8

This removes any possibility of a race condition and also puts each bit rate on its own archiver set, so if
there are any potential archiver issues only single bit rates are affected, not the entire primary or backup set.

Playback workflow
The encoder should generate the primary and backup URLs as follows:

• Primary Playback. This should be https://<example>-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/
[stream_id]/[event_name]/[filename].m3u8, where the <example> variable is your
hostname. Here's an example:

http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002/test79/test79.m3u8

• Backup Playback. This should be https://<example>-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/
[stream_id]-b/[event_name]/[filename].m3u8, where the <example> variable is your
hostname. Here's an example:

http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test79/test79.m3u8

The above playback information is embedded in the variant m3u8 file. Backup URLs are bold in the following
example:

#EXTM3U

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=648224,RESOLUTION=640x360,CODECS="avc1.4d401e,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/500002/test/01.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=648224,RESOLUTION=640x360,CODECS="avc1.4d401e,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/01.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=443680,RESOLUTION=400x224,CODECS="avc1.42e00d,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/500002/test/02.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=443680,RESOLUTION=400x224,CODECS="avc1.42e00d,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/02.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=956544,RESOLUTION=640x720,CODECS="avc1.4d401f,mp4a.40.2"
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http://example-i.akamaihd.nett/hls/live/500002/test/03.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=956544,RESOLUTION=640x720,CODECS="avc1.4d401f,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/03.m3u8

Video encoding

To ensure proper playback on iOS devices, stream encoders are required to be able to encode using the
H.264 Baseline profile. It is recommended that encoders be capable of encoding using the H.264 Main
profile to provide higher quality on high bit rate streams for compatible devices such as the iPhone 4 and
iPad.

Encoders that can't encode using the main profile of H.264 will produce lower quality renditions for high-end
renditions on the iPhone 4 and iPad even when using the exact same bit rate and frame size. This should
not cause any technical problems beyond the difference in visual quality between profiles.

Audio encoding

Encoders must be able to encode a 64 kbps audio-only stream to meet the requirements Apple mandates
for video content delivered in iOS applications.

Customers wishing to provide a seamless audio experience should use encoders capable of encoding the
audio track of all renditions to 64 kbps. This avoids audible clips or other distortions when the device
switches from one rendition to another.

Customers wishing to provide higher quality audio should use encoders that can encode audio tracks at
higher bit rates than the 64 kbps required for the lowest rendition. By encoding at higher bit rates, the user
should experience higher fidelity audio but may experience audible clips or other distortions when the device
switches from one rendition to another. Before initiating a live event, ensure that any quality issues
experienced when switching between the required 64 kbps audio-only stream and higher quality streams are
acceptable.

Audio only

For audio encoding, encoders must be capable of encoding a 64 kbps audio-only stream that meets Apple's
requirements for applications submitted to the Apple App Store online.

Entire event playlist/index upload

When possible, encoders should be able to upload a single .m3u8 playlist file that includes a list of all .ts
segments generated after the event completes. This is helpful for video on demand playback after the live
event.

Events broadcast using encoders that are incapable of uploading a complete playlist file upon event
completion might only have a limited playback window available after playback, based on the contents of the
final playlist uploaded during the event.

Alternate hostname uploads

To handle failure situations better, encoders should be capable of using multiple hostnames when publishing
multiple bit rates.
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Encoders that can’t use multiple hostnames will have a single point of failure. If the single upload host being
used is lost, the event will be interrupted until the host returns or a new host is provisioned.

Segment configurability

Encoders should be capable of configuring the number of segments per playlist, the number of segments
per folder, and the duration of each segment. While not required, this level of flexibility is helpful for
situations that require changing these attributes.

Encoders that can’t configure these attributes will not be flexible enough to satisfy specific requirements of
certain situations. Common reasons to change the duration are to lower the amount of hand-wave latency or
lower the number of segment files being created for caching or hardware performance reasons.

Segment numbering after restart

Encoders shouldn’t reuse segment numbers. If the encoder restarts or recovers from an outage, it should
create segments starting at the next available sequence for monotonically increasing sequences (001.ts,
002.ts, 003.ts, etc.) or at a timestamp that has not yet been used. Alternatively, encoders can use a
unique session ID that changes upon restart so reusing the original segment numbers would not produce
overlap.

Reuse of file names is undesirable for live streams. If an encoder is incapable of ensuring that a segment
number isn't reused, end users may be served old content during an event.

Logging and reporting

To improve troubleshooting, set up encoders to log errors and report them. Encoder issues are easier to be
resolved and avoided in the future if logs are available for review.

Parallel uploads

To improve throughput, set up the encoder to upload multiple bit rates in parallel using multiple sockets.

Encoders that can't use multiple sockets to upload in parallel might experience poor performance because of
bandwidth contention.

Chunk encoding on uploads

It is recommended that encoders use HTTP chunked encoding to upload files more efficiently.

Encoders that can't use chunked encoding might experience additional hand waving latency.

Security

Akamai recommends that encoders encrypt segments using the AES-128 encryption algorithm in
compliance with the Apple HTTP live streaming protocol.

For encrypted content with rotating keys, the key name should have a monotonically increasing integer
component that can be reset if the event or directory component changes.

Encoders that are unable to provide this level of security should not be used for protected content.
Unsecured content delivered on the Apple HTTP live streaming protocol can be easily recompiled and
distributed.
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Encoder authentication

Stream encoders should be capable of maintaining their state through cookies, headers, or query string
parameters and should allow for the ability to identify different uploads. The encoder should maintain its
state between restarts and resets or should have the ability to determine sequence numbers that have been
used already. A simple way to do this is to attempt to retrieve the .m3u8 file for each bit rate in the stream
when the encoder starts. If none exists (if a 404 is served), choose your own sequence number. If one does
exist, then determine the last sequence number used, and start at the next available one.

Encoders that can't maintain their state may provide incorrect content as segments are delivered in the
wrong order or mistakenly redelivered at inappropriate points in an event.

Encoder qualification compatibility checklist
To assist testing, complete this checklist and return it to encoder_qual_requests@akamai.com

-- General Information --
Contact Name:
Contact Company:
Contact Email:
Contact Phone:
Encoder Manufacter:
Exact Encoder Model:
Exact Encoder Software Version:
-- Requirements --
URL Configurability
- Does the encoder allow the user to specify POST server address and playback 
address?
URL Formatting
- Can the encoder use POST and playback URLs in the following formats?
POST - http://post.example-f.akamaihd.net/[stream_id]/[event_name]/
[filename_.m3u8_or_.ts]
Playback - http://example-f.akamaihd.net/hls/live/[stream_id]/[event_name]/
[filename_.m3u8_or_.ts]
PUT/POST Request
- Can the encoder use multiple PUT/POST requests to upload content on a 
persistence connection?
Segment Numbering
- Can the encoder generate segments with monotonically increasing segment 
numbers, such as 1, 2, 3, etc.?
- Can that number be extracted from the upload URL using regular expressions?
Segment Directory Rollover
- Can the encoder use multiple directories to ensure no single directory has 
more then 2000 files in it?
- At what number of segments will the encoder rollover to a new directory? If 
configurable, what is the default?
Upload Retries and Timeouts
- Can the encoder retry all upload requests that fail from recoverable server 
or network errors?
- Will it prevent nonrecoverable server or network errors from being retried?
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- How is retry logic implemented? How many retries are attempted before 
giving up and moving to the next event?

Upload Order
- Can the encoder upload files in the following order: .ts segment, optional 
key files, .m3u8 file, delete unused .ts files?Re-resolve Hostnames
- Can the encoder re-resolve hostnames upon errors and failure conditions?
Codecs
- Does the encoder use the H.264 Baseline codec for video and AAC for audio?
Audio-Only
- Can the encoder generate an audio-only rendition at 64kbps to meet 
“cellular fallback” requirements of Apple HLS protocol?
Properly mark playlists complete
- Does encoder add the “EXT-X-ENDLIST” tag to playlists upon event completion 
to signify the event has ended and prevent inconsistent playback experiences?
- Does the encoder add the “EXT-X-ENDLIST” tag to playlists anytime the 
encoder is graceully turned off?
-- Recommendations --
Video Encoding
- Can the encoder use H.264 Main profile on the higher bitrate streams?
Audio Encoding
- Can the encoder use 64kbps audio across all bitrates to ensure seamless 
bitrate switching?
Backup Streams
- Can the encoder use primary and backup streams with different names?
Entire 
E
vent Playlist Upload
- Can the encoder upload an entire playlist containing all segments for a 
specific event?
Alternate Hostname Uploads
- Can the encoder use multiple hostnames for different bitrates?
Segment Configurability
- Does the encoder enable configuration or the number of segments per 
playlist, the number of segments per folder, and the duration of each segment?
Segment Numbering After Restart
- Does the encoder have the ability to ensure segment numbers aren't reused 
upon encoder restart? This is often accomplished by using a unique session ID 
in addition to the segment ID number.

Logging and Reporting
- Does the encoder log and report errors for troubleshooting?Parallel Uploads
- Can the encoder upload multiple bitrates in parallel using multiple sockets?
Chucked Encoding on Uploads
- Can the encoder use HTTP chunked encoding?
Security
- Does the device support AES-128 encryption according to Apple HLS protocol?
- Can the encoder use rotating keys with a monotonically increasing integer 
component?
Encoding Authentication
- Can the encoder maintain its state using cookies, headers, and query string 
parameters?
-- Support Functionality Questions --
Support for Multiple Streams on the Same Encoder
- Does your encoder support the ability to generate multiple time synced 
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streams, aka MBR, from a single instance of your encoder?
Support for Multiple Streams Across Multiple Encoders
- Does your encoder support the ability to generate multiple time synced 
streams, aka MBR, using multiple instances of your encoder?
Support for Video Only Streams
- Does your encoder support the ability to produce streams that only contain 
a video track?
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MSL for HDS Ingest: Live encoder guidelines

This section explains the requirements and recommendations for live stream encoders compatible with
Media Services Live (MSL): HDS Ingest. Compatible encoders should be capable of successfully streaming
a live event, but meeting these guidelines does not guarantee performance of any encoder on Media
Services Live.

There are several recommended tasks here that you should incorporate for a better overall experience. If
you don't incorporate them, the limitations that apply are explained where appropriate.

Note: HDS streams pushed from unqualified live encoders will be rejected. Media
Services Live: HDS Ingest doesn't honor live encoders’ HTTP DELETE requests. While
Media Services servers will return a 200 HTTP status code, the content isn't actually
deleted as requested.

Requirements for HDS Ingest
The following items are required for an encoder to function in Media Services Live. Avoid using encoders
that do not meet these requirements.

Compliance with Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS)

Encoders should follow Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming Specification recommendations. The F4M follows
recommendations in the document: http://osmf.org/dev/osmf/specpdfs/
FlashMediaManifestFileFormatSpecification.pdf.

URL configurability

Encoders should allow specification of a POST server address, also known as a POST URL, upload URL, or
ingress URL. They should also allow specification of a playback address also known as a playback URL or
retrieval link.

PUT/POST request

Encoders must be capable of uploading media fragments, bootstrap, DRM metadata, and manifest files
using POST/PUT requests. Each media fragment, bootstrap, DRM metadata, and manifest file should be
uploaded in its own HTTP request.

Segment and fragment numbering

• Fragments generated by encoders must be indexed with monotonically increasing fragment numbers
within a segment.

For example:

Seg1-Frag1
   
Seg1-Frag4
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Seg1-Frag2
   
Seg1-Frag5
   
Seg1-Frag3
 
Seg1-Frag6

• All fragments must be part of one segment. The segment number should not change during a
streaming session. To prevent this, set the segment duration to a very large value, for example, one
year in seconds. Fragment duration of six seconds is only supported for the current version of the
product.

• Fragment numbers must not repeat when an encoder restarts. To prevent this, derive fragment
numbers from current epoch time. This results in always increasing fragment numbers and prevents
overwriting data in the storage system.

URL formatting

The encoder must be capable of posting URL in the formats described in the following sections:

Set-level manifest

Encoders should allow the Set-Level Manifest file to be uploaded only once for each stream/event. In
addition, the Set-Level Manifest name must end with key words setlevelmanifest or master. For
example, a set level manifest name could be testsetlevelmanifest.f4m or examplemaster.f4m ,
or simply master.f4m or setlevelmanifest.f4m.

The URL format for the Set-Level Manifest is:

http://<hostname>/<format>/<streamID>/<eventname>/<anyname>{setlevelmanifest or
master}.f4m

Examples:

• http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test67/
test67setlevelmanifest.f4m

• http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test67/
test67master.f4m

• http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test67/
master.f4m

• http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test67/
setlevelmanifest.f4m

DRM metadata

The DRM metadata must be uploaded once for each representation or bit rate and stored in a permanent
storage location.

The URL format is:

http://<hostname>/<format>/<streamID>/<eventname>/<representationID>.drm
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Example:

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/
test79/5000kbps.drm

Media fragment file

The Media Fragment file must be uploaded every six seconds for fragment duration of six seconds for each
bit rate or representation.

The URL format is:

http://<hostname>/<format>/<streamID>/<eventname>/<representationID>Seg1-
Frag<number>

Example:

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.entrypoint.net/hds/50002/test79/5000kbpsSeg1-
Frag34

Bootstrap file

The bootstrap file must be uploaded every six seconds for fragment duration of six seconds for each bit rate
or representation. This file must be an external file, not embedded one.

The URL format is:

http://<hostname>/<format>/<streamID>/<eventname>/<representationID>.bootstrap

Example:

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/
test79/5000kbps.bootstrap

Stream-level manifest

The Stream-Level Manifest must be uploaded every six seconds (the same as fragment duration of six
seconds) for each bit rate or representation.

The URL format is:

http://<hostname>/<format>/<streamID>/<eventname>/<representationID>.f4m

Example:

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/
test79/5000kbps.f4m

DNS lookups, upload retries, and timeouts

Encoders must perform DNS lookups any time an error occurs. Any time there is an upload error, server
abort, connection timeout, or HTTP timeout, encoders should perform a DNS lookup to ensure that they
continue to be connected with the appropriate server.

The following table summarizes how the failure conditions are handled.
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Error condition Object type Handling

• TCP connection
attempt timeout

• Abort
midstream

• TCP send or
receive timeout

Manifest Re-resolve DNS on each retry and retry
indefinitely every second.

• TCP connection
attempt timeout

• Abort
midstream

• Response
timeout

• TCP send or
receive timeout

Data (media, timed
text)

Re-resolve DNS on each retry and attempt 3
retries every 500 ms. After 3 retry attempts, drop
current data and continue with next segment data.

HTTP 403, 400 Any Do not retry - display error reason.

HTTP 500 Data (media, timed
text)

Re-resolve DNS on each retry and attempt three
retries every 500 ms. After three retry attempts,
drop current data and continue with next segment
data.

HTTP 500 Manifest Re-resolve DNS on each retry and retry
indefinitely every one second.

Upload order
The upload order for HDS must be as follows:

How to

1. Set-Level Manifest — uploaded once at the beginning of each stream/event.

2. Set-Level Manifest — uploaded once at the beginning of each stream/event.
For details, refer to: http://www.adobe.com/devnet/adobe-media-server/articles/content-protection-
using-phds-phls.html

3. Media Fragment File — every six seconds for fragment duration of 6 seconds.

4. Bootstrap file — uploaded every six seconds for fragment duration of 6 seconds.

5. Stream-Level Manifest — uploaded every six seconds (the same as fragment duration) or more
frequently if captioning or other media is involved.

Key frame alignment

• Encoders must align timestamps across representations or bit rates.
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• Similarly, GOP size/key-frame interval across representations/bit-rates must be the same.

• GOP size and, in turn, HDS fragment size must be six seconds.

• The recommended GOP size is the same as fragment size for Adobe HDS content.

Extensions and mime types

The following table provides mime type requirements for different support extensions.

Extension Mime type

.f4m application/f4m

Content (fragment) files and .bootstrap file video/f4f

Encoder identification

Encoders must be able to send a User-Agent header that provides information about brand name, version
number, and build number in a readable format.

Recommendations for HDS Ingest
The following items are recommended for encoders in Media Services Live. Encoders that can't provide
these will have limited functionality. These limitations are described in the following sections:

Primary and backup workflows

To avoid interruptions in the distributed system, encoders should be capable of publishing the same content
to primary and backup locations.

Encoders should be able to input primary and backup publishing and playback

hostnames and primary and backup paths for a given stream. The same content (set-level manifest, stream-
level manifest, DRM metadata files, fragments, and bootstrap) should be simultaneously published to
primary and backup paths.

Publishing workflow

Encoders publish primary and backup streams with following URLs

• Primary Publishing hostname:

post.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

• Primary Publishing Path:

hds/{streamID}/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:

– http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test79/
test79.f4m

– http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10
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• Backup Publishing Hostname:

postb.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

• Backup Publishing Path:

hds/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:

– http://postb.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002-b/
test79/test79.f4m

– http://postb.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

Note:

• Encoders publish your stream to both locations — primary and backup.

• The segments and .f4m files are duplicated across primary and backup and
should be identical.

Playback workflow

Encoders should allow primary and backup paths to be entered as follows:

• Base Playback URL:

{customerhostname}.-i.akamaihd.net

• Primary Playback path:

hds/live/{streamID}/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002/test79/test79.f4m

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

• Backup Playback Path:

hds/live/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/test79/test79.f4m

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10
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• The above playback information input from a user will be taken and embedded in the set-level
manifest as two separate <adaptiveSet> sets. For example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns="http://ns.adobe.com/f4m/1.0" version="3.0">
<id>myVideo</id>
<streamType>live</streamType>
<baseURL>http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/</baseURL>
<adaptiveSet>
<media href="50002/test79/5000kbps.f4m" bitrate="5000"/>
</adaptiveSet>
<adaptiveSet>
<media href="50002-b/test79/5000kbps.f4m" bitrate="5000"/>
</adaptiveSet>
</manifest>

• The HDS player requests the stream-level manifest using above URLs. It then parses information in
the stream-level manifest and requests object names by appending to the base URLs in stream-level
manifests. The player uses one of the following HTTP error responses from the server to use the
backup stream content:

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg24Frag41 or

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/
test79/5000kbps.drmmeta

Alternate hostname uploads

Encoders should be capable of using multiple hostnames when publishing multiple bit rates to better handle
failure situations.

Encoders that can’t use multiple hostnames will have a single point of failure. if the single upload host being
used is lost, the event is interrupted until the host returns, or a new host is provisioned.

Segment configurability

Encoders should be able to configure the following:

• Number of fragments per segment

• Fragment and segment duration

• Number of fragments per segment that should be cached for DVR in Media Services

Segment numbering after restart

Encoders should not use segment numbers on a restart or when it recovers from an outage. Encoders
should create segment numbers at the next available monotonically increasing sequence. Alternatively,
encoders can use a unique session ID that changes on restart. So, reusing the original segment numbers
does not result in an overlap.

Do not reuse filenames because it causes old content being served.
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Logging and reporting

To improve troubleshooting, set up encoders to log errors and report them. Encoder issues are easier to be
resolved and avoided in the future if logs are available for review.

Parallel uploads

To improve throughput, set up the encoder to upload multiple bit rates in parallel using multiple sockets.

Encoders that can’t use multiple sockets to upload in parallel might experience poor performance because
of bandwidth contention.

Chunk encoding on uploads

It is recommended that encoders use HTTP chunked encoding to upload files more efficiently.

Encoders that can't use chunked encoding might experience additional hand waving latency.
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MSL for DASH Ingest: live encoder guidelines

This section explains the recommended and required specifications for live stream encoders compatible with
DASH industry forum specifications. Compatible encoders should be capable of successfully streaming a
live event, but meeting these guidelines doesn't guarantee performance of any encoder in Media Services
Live (MSL).

The recommended processes here provide end-users with a better experience. If you don't incorporate
them, you may run into certain limitations. These limitations are explained where appropriate.

Note: DASH streams pushed from unqualified live encoders will be rejected. Media
Services Live: DASH Ingest doesn't honor a the HTTP DELETE request from an
encoder. Media Services’ servers return a 200 HTTP status code, but the content isn't
actually deleted as requested.

Requirements for DASH Ingest
The following items are required for live encoders to function in Media Services Live. Avoid using encoders
that do not meet these requirements.

Compliance with DASH-IF

Encoders must meet the recommendations set by DASH Industry Forum. For details, refer to https://
dashif.org/guidelines/.

URL configurability

Encoders must allow specification of a POST server address, also known as a POST URL, upload URL, or
ingress URL.

Encoders must allow specification of a playback address, also known as a playback URL or retrieval link.

PUT/POST request

Encoders must be capable of uploading segments and mpd files using multiple PUT/POST requests. Each
mpd, initialization segment, and media data segment should be uploaded in its own request.

Segment numbering

• Segment numbers must not repeat when a live encoder restarts. If segment numbers are derived
from current epoch time, they will always increase preventing the overwriting of data in the storage
system.

• A media segment must not have any reference to other fragment or segment.

URL formatting

Encoders must be capable of posting URL in the formats described in the following sections:
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mpd

Encoders must upload the .mpd file at least every 30 seconds. The content of the file might or might not
change on each upload.

The URL format is:

http://{hostname}/{format}/{streamID}/{eventname}/{anyname}.mpd

For example:

http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/test79/
dash.mpd

Initialization segment

The initialization segment must be uploaded only once for each bit rate/representation.

The URL format is:

http://{hostname}/{format}/{streamID}/{eventname}/{representationID.ext with
init string}.{any extension other than mpd}

Note: Make sure that the initialization header has the init keyword in it. The file with init
extension is also acceptable.

Examples:

• http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/5000kbps.init

• http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/500kbps-init-test79.header

• http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/5000kbps-initialization.mp4

Media data segment

The media data segment (mp4, m4s, m4a) must be uploaded every 6 seconds for a segment duration of 6
seconds.

The URL format is:

http://{hostname}/{format}/{streamID}/{eventname}/{representationID}-{segment
number}.{mp4,m4s,m4a}

Note: Use the hyphen (-) before a segment number.

Example:

http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/500kbps-100.mp4
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DNS lookups, upload retries, and timeouts

Encoders must perform DNS lookups any time an error occurs. Any time there is an upload error, server
abort, connection timeout, or HTTP timeout, encoders should perform a DNS lookup to ensure that they
continue to be connected with the appropriate server.

The following table summarizes how the failure conditions are handled.

Error condition Object type Handling

• TCP connection attempt
timeout

• Abort midstream

• TCP send or receive
timeout

Manifest Re-resolve DNS on each retry
and retry indefinitely every
second.

• TCP connection attempt
timeout

• Abort midstream

• Response timeout

• TCP send or receive
timeout

Data (media, timed text) Re-resolve DNS on each retry
and attempt 3 retries every 500
ms. After 3 retry attempts, drop
current data and continue with
next segment data.

HTTP 403, 400 Any Do not retry - display error
reason.

HTTP 500 Data (media, timed text) Re-resolve DNS on each retry
and attempt three retries every
500 ms. After three retry
attempts, drop current data and
continue with next segment
data.

HTTP 500 Manifest Re-resolve DNS on each retry
and retry indefinitely every one
second.

Upload Order
The upload order for MPEG DASH must be as follows:

How to

1. MPD file — uploaded at least every 30 seconds.

2. Initialization Segment — uploaded only once for each bit rate or representation.

3. Media Segment — uploaded every 6 seconds for a segment duration of 6 seconds.
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Key frame alignment

• Encoders must align timestamps across representations or bit rates.

• Similarly, GOP size/key-frame interval across representations or bit rates must be the same.

• MPEG DASH segment size must be 6 seconds. Shorter GOP sizes (such as 2 seconds) are
recommended and seek better in the media.

Mime types

The following table provides mime type requirements for different support extensions.

Extension Mime Type

.mp4 video/mp4

.m4s video/iso.segment

.m4a audio/mp4

Encoder identification

Encoders must be able to send User-Agent header that provide information about the encoder brand name,
version number, and build number in a readable format.

Recommendations for DASH Ingest
The following items are recommended for encoders in Media Services Live. Encoders not matching these
specifications will have limited functionality. These limitations are described in the following sections:

Primary and backup workflows

To avoid interruptions in the distributed system, encoders should be capable of publishing the same content
to primary and backup locations.

Encoders should be able to input primary and backup publishing and playback hostnames and primary and
backup paths for a given stream. The same content (mpd, initialization segments, and media segments)
should be simultaneously published to primary and backup paths.

Publishing workflow

Encoders publish primary and backup streams with following URLs

• Primary Publishing Hostname:

post.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

• Primary Publishing Path:

dash/{streamID}/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:

– http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/dash.mpd
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– http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/5000kbps-10.m4s

• Backup Publishing Hostname:

postb.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

• Backup Publishing Path:

dash/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:

– http://post b.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002-b/
test79/dash.mpd

– http://post b.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002-b/
test79/10.m4s

• Encoders publish primary and backup streams with the following URLs:

• Primary Publishing Hostname

post.example-i.akamaihd.net

• Primary Publishing Path

[stream_id]/[event_name]

Example:

http://post.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002/test79

• Backup Publishing Hostname

postb.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net

• Backup Publishing Path

[stream_id]-b/[event_name]

Example:

http://postb.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002-b/test79

• While optional, using the post element in your publishing hostname is recommended, as it ensures
that your encoder’s broadcast is given priority over other traffic types, reducing upload errors and
retry attempts. Stream availability becomes more reliable as well.

• Primary Publishing Hostname:

p-ep.example-i.akamaihd.net

• Primary Publishing Path:

[stream_id]/[event_name]

Example:

http://p-ep.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002/test79
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• Backup Publishing Hostname:

b-ep.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net

• Backup Publishing Path:

[stream_id]-b/[event_name]

Example:

http://b-ep.testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/50002-b/test79

Note:

• Encoders should publish streams to both locations — primary and backup.

• The segments and MPD is duplicated across primary and backup and should
be identical.

Playback workflow

Encoders should allow primary and backup paths to be entered in following way:

• Base Playback URL:

{customerhostname}-i.akamaihd.net

• Primary Playback Path:

dash/live/{streamID}/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/test79/dash.mpd

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/test79/dash/
5000kbps-10.m4s

• Backup Playback Path:

dash/live/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002 -b/test79/dash.mpd

– http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002 -b/test79/dash/
5000kbps-10.m4s

The above playback information will be embedded in the manifest mpd file as two <BaseURL>, as
highlighted in green in the following example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<MPD xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011" 
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xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011 http://
standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/MPEG-
DASH_schema_files/DASH-MPD.xsd" type="dynamic" 
minimumUpdatePeriod="PT30S" availabilityStartTime="2014-02-05T22:29:56" 
minBufferTime="PT12S" timeShiftBufferDepth="PT1M0S" 
profiles="urn:mpeg:dash:profile:isoff-live:2011">
<BaseURL>http://test-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/test79/
</BaseURL>
<BaseURL>http://test-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002-b/test79/
<BaseURL>
<Period start="PT0S" duration="PT1M0.6S" id="1">
<AdaptationSe01t mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.42CE,mp4a.40.5" 
frameRate="15000/1001" segmentAlignment="true" 
subsegmentAlignment="true" startWithSAP="1" subsegmentstartWithSAP="1" 
bitstreamSwitching="true">
<ContentComponent contentType="video" id="1"/>
<SegmentTemplate timescale="90000" duration="540000"
startNumber="74247"/>
<Representation id="1" width="640" height="360"
bandwidth="600000">
<SubRepresentation contentComponent="1" bandwidth="600000"
codecs="avc1.42C01E"/>
<SegmentTemplate duration="540000" startNumber="74247"
media="dash_video600-$Number$.mp4
initialization="dash_video600-.init"/>
</Representation>
<Representation id="2" width="320" height="180"
bandwidth="200000">
<SubRepresentation contentComponent="1" bandwidth="200000"
codecs="avc1.42C01E"/>
<SegmentTemplate duration="540000" startNumber="74248"
media="dash_video200-$Number$.mp4"
initialization="dash_video200-.init"/>
</Representation>
</AdaptationSet>
</Period>
</MPD>

• If the player detects a 404 error on a segment request, it switches to an alternate stream and vice
versa.

Alternate hostname uploads

Encoders should be capable of using multiple hostnames when publishing multiple bit rates to better handle
failure situations.

Encoders that can't use multiple hostnames will have a single point of failure. If the single upload host being
used is lost, the event will be interrupted until the host returns or a new host is provisioned.

Segment configurability

Encoders should be capable of configuring:

• Segment duration

• The number of segments cached for DVR in Media Services Live
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Segment numbering after restart

Encoders shouldn’t use segment numbers on a restart or when it recovers from an outage. Encoders should
create segment numbers at the next available monotonically increasing sequence. Alternatively, encoders
can use a unique session ID that changes on restart. So, reusing the original segment numbers does not
result in an overlap.

Do not reuse filenames because it causes old content being served.

Logging and reporting

To improve troubleshooting, set up encoders to log errors and report them. Encoder issues are easier to be
resolved and avoided in the future if logs are available for review.

Parallel uploads

To improve throughput, set up the encoder to upload multiple bit rates in parallel using multiple sockets.

Encoders that cannot use multiple sockets to upload in parallel might experience poor performance because
of bandwidth contention.

Chunk encoding on uploads

It is recommended that encoders use HTTP chunked encoding to upload files more efficiently.

Encoders that can’t use chunked encoding might experience additional hand waving latency.
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Encoder requirements for OTT qualification

This section describes Over-the-top (OTT) qualifications recommendation for encoder qualifications
including beaconing support.

About OTT
Over-the-top (OTT) is the term used for the delivery of film and TV content through the Internet, without
requiring users to subscribe to a traditional cable or satellite pay-TV service.

OTT delivery of sports, news, entertainment and more has become a global phenomenon. OTT enables you
to provide a reliable, scalable, and high quality viewing experience.

Akamai is used by leading OTT service providers to optimize their Quality of Experience by improving media
delivery and visibility into user engagement. Akamai’s media delivery services can improve your user
experience.

Supported formats
Only Apple HLS is supported for use as the ingesting format for a stream for OTT.

Mandatory features for OTT
The following features are mandatory for encoders to use beacons.

Translate SCTE-104 to SCTE-35 in TS
Encoders translate SCTE-104 messages into SCTE-35 in TS segments, and also extracts the SCTE-35
data in the EXT-X-DATERANGE tag format.

Support SCTE-35 TS to HLS/DASH/Adobe Primetime
Encoders support either one or all of the following:

SCTE-35 TS to HLS/DASH/Adobe Primetime (SCTE 67, Roger Pantos, Adobe Primetime specification)
compliant cue tags and messages as per SCTE 67, HLS specification (Roger Pantos version 19 for EXT-X-
DATERANGE).

NTP synchronized
Encoders keep the system synchronized with an NTP server.

• The NTP daemon needs to be configured for dynamic polling interval as per RFC 5905 to maintain a
maximum clock drift up to 1 PPM (0.0864 seconds or 86.4 ms or 3 frames in a 30 fps video).

• The NTP daemon must be configured to an NTP server chain in public stratum with a node value of 4
or lower.

Support HTTP headers with 64-bit UTC time
As part of the enhanced reporting for HTTP ingest formats, encoders should include HTTP headers that
consist of a 64-bit UTC time (GMT) at the start of each media segment.
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Publish acquired source time stamp in the HTTP header format
Encoders publish the acquired source time stamp in the HTTP headers.

• Encoders should publish HTTP headers at the beginning of every segment. The capture and publish
time-stamp should be relevant for the first frame of the segment.

• All segments should start with an IDR frame (key frame).

• HTTP headers are in epoch time and not in milliseconds.

HTTP header Description
AKAM-ENC-CONTENT-CAP-
TIME

Encoders publish source time-stamp associated with the acquired
content in this HTTP header.

AKAM-ENC-CONTENT-PUB-
TIME

Encoders publish the time-stamp associated with the publishing
content in this HTTP header. This is the time when the HTTP
segment upload is initiated by the encoder application. This time-
stamp is refreshed for all retries done by the encode application. The
receiving system uses this time-stamp to verify NTP synchronization
status.

AKAM-ENC-EXPECTED-PIPE-
DELAY

Encoders publish the typical fixed end-to-end delay time of the
encoding system in this HTTP header.

This system of time stamps is needed to flag any timing issues due to NTP synchronization failures.

For example: Delta (AKAM-ENC-EXPECTED-PIPE-DELAY - (AKAM-ENC-CONTENT-PUB-TIME -
AKAM-ENC-CONTENT-CAP-TIME)) can indicate if the upload is a long retry or the first attempt.

Support HTTP chunk encoding
Encoders also support HTTP chunk encoded output in addition to normal HTTP posts.

Optional features for OTT
The following features are optional for encoders using beacons.

Support one-second segment duration
The encoder specifically supports segments of sizes as short as 1 second in duration, typically supporting {>
10s, 10s, 8s, 6s, 5s, 4s, 3s, 2s,1s}.

Support I-frame playlists
An I-Frame only playlist is almost identical to a regular playlist. The only difference is that I-Frame playlists
don't have an intrinsic duration. Instead, they represent an instant in time. In an I-frame only playlist with the
EXT-X-I-FRAMES-ONLY tag, the EXTINF tag duration actually refers to the "span" of the I-frame.

This is the time between the presentation time of the I-frame in the media segment and the presentation
time of the next I-frame in the playlist (or the end of the presentation if it's the last I-frame in the playlist).
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Encoder beacons

The encoder beacon is an asynchronous message initiated by the encoder to communicate a defined state
or a random event that occurred in the course of encoding operation. All Akamai OTT qualified encoders are
expected to associate the encoder internal events with appropriate beacons and generate beacon
messages.

Beaconing support is only provided by Media Services Live Version 3.2 and above. Although beaconing is
an optional feature, Akamai highly recommends that your encoder support it.

The advantages of using encoder beacons
Beacons offer these advantages:

• Provide encoder health-related statistics about your system to Akamai. They indicate the state of the
encoding device, and also provide insights into the state of the first mile between the encoder and
Akamai entrypoint as seen by the encoder. Beacons help Akamai troubleshoot ingest issues.

• Proactively monitor your streams. They enhance collaboration between Akamai and Encoder
vendors. The statistics that beacons provide to Akamai shortens support turn-around times.

• Monitor encoder performance and health of your streams constantly.

• Enable detection of misconfigured encoders ahead of time while provisioning.

Beacon categories
All beacons are pushed by encoders using TLS connections. Beacons leverage the monitoring system to
enhance performance and improve response times.

Configuration beacons
The table that follows covers the parameters for the available configuration beacons.

Parameters Description Example value
encoder_id Unique identifier for the encoder provided byAkamai. It

should be constant for all the beacons generated from the
same encoder.

e007

time Represents the date and time when the configuration beacon
was captured (epoch).

1456445060

stream_id Stream identifier that uniquely identifies the stream per
Akamai configuration.

12345

vendor The encoder manufacturer. XYZ Corp
model The encoder model. abc, genNext 1.0
hardware_revi
sion

The encoder hardware version. v1.5.0

firmware_revi
sion

The encoder firmware version. v1.abc.xyz
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Parameters Description Example value
software_revi
sion

The encoder software version. 1.00.101

last_updated_
time

Represents the date and time when the encoder software or
firmware was last updated (epoch).

1456445060

os Encoder's operating system type and version. linux 12.4
cpu Description of the encoder CPU (typically model and number

of cores).
intel, 4 core

gpu Description of the encoder Graphics Processing Unit (gpu) -
typically model and no of cores.

nvidia, 2 core

allocated_mem
ory

Memory allocated and configured for the encoding session
with units.

8192MB

total_memory Total available memory with unit. 65536MB
ip IP address of the encoder. 192.168.2.20
input_type Represents the input type, which has one the following

values: SDI, ASI, or IP.
SDI

input_video_f
ormat

String description of the input video format. will be one of the
formats specified in the following format widthxheight where:

• width is the width of the frame in pixels.

• height is the height of the frame in pixels.

• x is the delimiter.

• r is the raster (p- progressive, i- interlaced).

• fr is the frame rate of the video.

Ex.
1920x1080i30,
1280x720p60,
720x480i29.97
1920x1080i30

aspect_ratio Aspect ratio of the input stream in a colon-separated format. 16:9
input_video_p
id

Input video packet identifier for ASI / IP stream. This must be
empty for SDI.

100

input_caption
_present

A Boolean value that represents whether or not a caption is
present. It must be either 1 or 0.

1

video Represents an array of objects detailing the input and output
configuration on the encoder related to video, audio, and
ancillary feeds. Each video object represents a combination
of one incoming raw video stream, multiple video outputs,
multiple audio and multiple ancillary feeds corresponding to
the encoding setup.

video_output Represents an array of all outgoing video bit rate streams for
a given encoded video feed.

• video_bitrate - Output video bit rate expected; kbps.

• video_resolution - Output video resolution expected.
This is calculated using widthxheight delimited by 'x'.

• 200

• 1920x108
0

• 16:9
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Parameters Description Example value

• aspect_ratio - Output video aspect ratio expected.

• deinterlace_mode - Interlace or progressive mode.

• output_frame_rate - Configured output video frame
rate.

• key_frame_interval - Interval at which the iframe is
repeated.

• Idr_interval - Instantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR)
repeat interval.

• b_frame_count - Number of b frames.

• entropy_coding - A type of lossless coding that
compresses digital data by representing frequently
occurring patterns with a few bits and rarely occurring
patterns with many bits. It can have the value CABAC
or CAVLC.

• segment_duration - Length of the segment in
seconds.

• i

• 30

• 30

• 10

• 100

• CABAC

• 10

audio Represents an array of objects, each of which maps one
incoming audio feed to one or more corresponding encoded/
outgoing audio bit rate streams. A video object contains
multiple audio objects.

audio_output Represents an array of encoded/outgoing audio bit rate
streams corresponding to a given encoded audio feed.

• audio_input_pid - audio input packet identifier (pid)

• audio_language - Audio language

• audio_output_pid - Audio output packet identifier (pid)

• audio_group - Group ID for the audio

• audio_bitrate - Configured output audio bit rate

• audio_codec_type - Audio codec

• audio_channels - Number of audio channels (for
example: mono, stereo, or 5.1, 7.1)

• audio_auto_select - A Boolean value indicates that
you can auto-select the. It has the values 1 or 0. 1 is
auto select, 0 is do not auto select.

• 100

• English

• 100

• EN

• 56

• aac

• 7.1

• 1

ancillary Represents an array of objects, each of which maps one
ancillary input feed (for example, subtitle) to one

"in":
"scte-35"
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Parameters Description Example value
corresponding outgoing feed. Multiple ancillary objects are
contained in a given video object.

=>
"out":
"scte-35"

Heartbeat beacons
Heartbeat beacons are expected to be generated and sent at a periodic interval by encoders. The system
should present the aggregated health information relative to the last heartbeat beacon. Suggested
periodicity is 30 seconds.

Two distinct heartbeat beacons should be sent:

• System heartbeat beacons

• Stream heartbeat beacons

Heartbeat beacons are structured as a series of key=value pairs separated by the delimiter ampersand (&).
Values must be URL-encoded individually (if necessary) to guard against the delimiter characters
ampersand ( &) and equal sign (=).

System heartbeat beacons

A system heartbeat beacon includes health statistics of the encoding system overall but excludes any
specific concerns at a stream or variant level.

The following is an example curl request for the heartbeat beacon:

curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:heartbeat:system&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&
time=1456445060&cpu_load=60&cpu_clock=2200&gpu_load=70&gpu_clock=1500&memory_l
oad=65&running_since=1456445060"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

The table that follows covers the parameters for the available system heartbeat beacons.

Parameters Description Example Value
beacon_type Type of the beacon. It must be

encoder:heartbeat:system for all the heartbeat
beacons that contain system information.

encoder:heartbea
t:system

encoder_id Unique identifier for the encoder that is provided byAkamai. It
should be constant for all the beacons generated from the
same encoder.

e007

encoder_ip IP address of the encoder. 192.168.2.20
time Represents the time when beacon is generated (epoch). 1456445060
cpu_load The CPU load percentage averaged over the heartbeat

beacon period. It should be measured and reported as a
percentage ratio.

60

cpu_clock Represents CPU clock cycle in MHz. 2200
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Parameters Description Example Value
gpu_load GPU load percentage averaged over the heartbeat beacon

period. It should be measured and reported as a percentage
ratio.

70

gpu_clock Represents the GPU clock cycle; in MHz. 1500
memory_load Memory load percentage averaged over the heartbeat

beacon period. It should be measured and reported as a
percentage ratio.

65

running_since Time when the encoder last (re)started in epoch. 1456445030

Stream heartbeat beacons

A stream heartbeat beacon includes health statistics of a variant produced by the encoder. But, it excludes
any generic and non-variant-specific encoder level details. Based on whether a variant is audio only, video
only, or both audio and video embedded together (multiplexed), either only video attributes, audio attributes
or both audio and video attributes will be part of the beacon.

The following is a sample curl request for a stream heartbeat beacon:

curl -d --data 
beacon_type=encoder:heartbeat:stream&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&t
ime=1456445060&stream_id=12345&variant_type=audio_video&video_bitrate=800&audi
o_bitrate=256&average_video_psnr=100&observed_video_bitrate=750&observed_audio
_bitrate=256&audio_language=en&audio_codec_type=aac&audio_channels=5.1&output_
url=https://domain.akamai.com/
mystream.ts&average_latency=0.3&input_pkt_loss_ratio=2&max_hop_count=3&min_hop
_count=1&avg_hop_count=2&max_path_time=100&min_path_time=50&avg_path_time=75&v
ariant_running_since=1456445030  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

The table that follows covers the parameters for the available stream heartbeat beacons.

Parameters Description Example value
beacon_type Type of the beacon. It must be

encoder:heartbeat:stream for all
the heartbeat beacons containing
stream information.

encoder:heartbeat:stream

encoder_id A unique identifier for the encoder. This
should be constant for all the beacons
generated from the same encoder.

e007

encoder_ip IP address of the encoder. 192.168.2.20
time Represents the time when the beacon

is generated (epoch).
1456445060

stream_id Stream identifier that uniquely identifies
the stream per Akamai configuration.

12345

variant_type String description to identify if it's a
video only, audio only, or audio_video
bit stream.

audio_video
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Parameters Description Example value
video_bitrate String description to identify the video

variant; generally the bitrate (kbps).

If the encoder is configured to generate
multiple variants for the stream, then a
separate heartbeat beacon is expected
per variant.

You can exclude this field if the
variant_type is audio_only.

800

audio_bitrate String description to identify the audio
variant; generally the bitrate (kbps).

If the encoder is configured to generate
multiple variants for the stream, then a
separate heartbeat beacon is expected
per variant.

You can exclude this field if the
variant_type is audio_only.

256

average_video
_psnr

Identifies the video quality as produced
by the encoder (if available, measured
in db)

60

observed_vide
o_bitrate

String description to identify the actual
observed bitrate for the video (kbps).

750

observed_audi
o_bitrate

String description to identify the actual
observed bitrate for the audio (kbps).

256

audio_languag
e

Language of the audio variant. EN

audio_codec_t
ype

Audio codec type for the variant. aac

audio_channel
s

Number of audio channels. For
example: Mono, stereo, 5.1, 7.1.

5.1

output_url String representation that identifies the
generated output URL.

https://hostname.akamai.com/
mystream.ts

avg_latency Time taken to upload the total produced
segments. If this is longer than the
actual segment duration then there will
be latency building up during the
interval.

This is a ratio and should be expressed
as a percentage. ((upload time * 100)%
segment duration).

0.3

input_pkt_los
s_ratio

Metric to measure how lossy the
connection is. it's measured as (#data
packets retransmitted * 100)% (#data

2
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Parameters Description Example value
packets sent) in the given interval, in
percentage

max_hop_count Number of hops seen from the encoder
to the ingest server on the maximum
(worst case) using traceroute.

3

min_hop_count Number of hops seen from the encoder
to the ingest server on the minimum
(best case) using traceroute.

1

avg_hop_count Number of hops seen from the encoder
to the ingest server on an average
basis using traceroute.

2

max_path_time Time taken (in milliseconds) by the
encoder to reach the ingest server on
the maximum (worst case) using
traceroute.

100

min_path_time Time taken (in milliseconds) by the
encoder to reach the ingest server on
the minimum (best case) using
traceroute.

50

avg_path_time Time taken (in milliseconds) by the
encoder to reach the ingest server on
average using traceroute.

75

variant_runni
ng_since

Time when the variant last became
active. It can be different from the
encoder startup time (for example, a
new variant added since last encoder
restart).

1456445030

Here's an example stream heartbeat beacon configuration:

beacon_type=encoder:heartbeat:stream&
encoder_id=e007&
encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&
time=1456445060&
stream_id=12345&
variant_type=audio_video&
video_bitrate=800&
audio_bitrate=256&
observed_video_bitrate=750&
observed_audio_bitrate=256&
average_video_psnr=60&
audio_language=en&
audio_codec_type=aac&
audio_channels=5.1&
output_url=https://domain.akamai.com/mystream.ts&
average_latency=0.3&
input_pkt_loss_ratio=2&
max_hop_count=3&
min_hop_count=1&
avg_hop_count=2&
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max_path_time=100”&
min_path_time=50&
avg_path_time=75&
variant_running_since=1456445030

Alert beacons
Alert beacons can be triggered under undesirable conditions which might impact availability or quality. Other
points that apply to these beacons:

• Alert beacons are structured as a series of "key=value" pairs separated by delimiter '&'

• Values must be url-encoded individually (if necessary) to guard against the delimiter characters '&'
and '='

• An alert beacon should be sent once every heartbeat interval for as long as the alert condition is true.
After the condition recovers, the corresponding alert beacon should not be sent anymore unless the
condition reoccurs.

The table that follows covers the parameters for the available alert beacons.

Parameters Description Example value
beacon_type Type of the beacon and it must be "encoder:alert"

for all the alert beacons
encoder:alert

encoder_id A unique identifier for the encoder. This should be
constant for all the beacons generated from the
same encoder.

e007

encoder_ip IP address of the encoder. 192.168.2.20
time Represents the epoch time when the configuration

beacon is generated
1456445060

stream_id Stream identifier that uniquely identifies the
stream per configuration. Provide this if the alert is
specific to a stream; otherwise, you can ignore it.

12345

alert_id Encoder assigned identifier to identify an alert.
The ideal value would be some GUID.

7CB59AEAA19F093B4
0D20F530DE0949A

impact Identifies the impact area of the alert. It can have
the values: availability or quality.

Also refer to the alert_name field below. impact
should follow the categorization defined based on
alert_name.

The field is added to provide future integration of
vendor-defined alerts that aren't in the predefined
list from Akamai.

availability

severity Represents severity of the alert related to its
impact. It can have the values critical ,
warning, or info.

critical

alert_name Name of the alert. It must be one of the following
pre-identified alerts:

N/A
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Parameters Description Example value

Availability alerts

• InputLoss

• AudioLoss

• TextLoss

• InputMismatch

• OutputLoss

Quality alerts

• FileCacheExceeded

• LowIngestBandwidth

• InputSigErrors

description Encoder specific description of an alert. It can
contain arbitrary strings providing more ID context
for the alert (such as what caused the alert).

"ASI loss due to
reason ..."

diagnostic_info Field providing additional alert context data to help
with diagnostics.

Format: A set of encoder-chosen key=value
pairs in a single string separated by semi-colon
(';'). The pairs may change from alert to alert. The
key strings should only include alphanumeric
characters and underscore. The whole string
representing diagnostic_info must be URL
encoded.

For example: audioCodec%3daac
%26audioLanguage%3dEN .

N/A

action Encoder vendor suggested action hints. It
provides hints/pointers to recover from the
triggered alert. For example"restart may help" or
"reconfigure variants".

N/A

Availability alert examples

The following is an example curl alert request:

curl -d --data  
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL111&impact=availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=InputLoss&description=ASI%20loss%20due%20to%20some
%20reason&diagnostic_info=inputtype%3dASI&action=" http://ma<111>-
r.analytics.edgesuite.net
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The following is an example curl alert request for InputLoss:

curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL111&impact=availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=InputLoss&description=ASI%20loss%20due%20to%20some
%20reason&diagnostic_info=inputtype%3dASI&action=restart"  http://akamai-host-
xyz.net

The following is an example alert request for AudioLoss:

curl -d --data
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL111&impact=availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=AudioLoss&description=Audio%20not
%20available&diagnostic_info=AudioIdentifier%3d100%26AudioDescription%3dEN
%26audioCodec%3Daac&action="  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

The following is an example alert request for TextLoss:

TextLoss alert fired
curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL113&impact=Availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=TextLoss&description=Text%20input%20not
%20available&diagnostics_info=TextIdentifier%3dsmpte-2031%26TextDescription
%3dEN%26TextOut%3dsmptett&action=&"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

The following is an example alert request for InputMismatch:

Frame-rate alert fired
curl -d --data
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL114&impact=Availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=InputMismatch&description=Framerate%20is%20changed%20to
%2025&diagnostics_info=impacted_param%3Dframe_rate%26param_new_value
%3D25&action=restart%20process&"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

Resolution alert fired
curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL114&impact=Availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=InputMismatch&description=Resolution%20changed%20to
%201920x1080&diagnostics_info=MismatchType%3dfram_rate%26Description
%3d12fps&action=restart%20process&"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net
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The following is an example alert request for OutputLoss:

curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL115&impact=Availability&severity=critical&aler
t_name=OutputLoss&description==Network%20not
%20reachable&diagnostics_info=LossType%3dinternet_loss&action="  http://
akamai-host-xyz.net

Quality alert examples

The following is an example alert request for FileCacheExceeded:

FileCacheExceeded alert fired
curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL116&impact=Quality&severity=critical&alert_nam
e=FileCacheExceeded&description=Encoder%20output%20buffer%20backing
%20up&diagnostics_info=current_value%3d20%26set_thresold
%3d10%26average_retry_count%3d3&action=set_threshold
%3A20%3Baverage_retry_count%3A5%3B&"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net
B

The following is an example alert request for LowIngestBandwidth:

LowIngestBandwidth alert fired
curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL117&impact=Quality&severity=critical&alert_nam
e=LowIngestBandwidth&description=Ingest%20bandwidth%20is
%20low&diagnostics_info=EffectiveBandwidth%3D95&action=&"  http://akamai-host-
xyz.net

The following is an example alert request for InputSigErrors:

InputSigErrors alert fired
curl -d --data 
"beacon_type=encoder:alert&encoder_id=e007&encoder_ip=192.168.2.20&time=145644
5060&stream_id=12345&alert_id=IL118&impact=Availability&severity=warning&alert
_name=InputSigErrors&description=decoding
%20error&&diagnostics_info=no_decode_errors%3D110%26decode_error_threshold
%3D100&action=&"  http://akamai-host-xyz.net

Integrate beacons
This section describes the Encoder to Akamai integration of beacons.

Beacon requirements
The following points apply to the integration of beacons:
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• Use HTTPS::POST methods.

• Include the beacon contents in the POST request body.

• Where possible, bundle multiple beacons of a given kind together in the same POST request. For
example:

– Multiple heartbeat beacons can be bundled in one POST request with beacons separated by
a new line.

– Multiple alert beacons can be bundled in one POST request with beacons separated by new
line.

• Beacons of different types can't be merged in a single POST request. Arbitrary combinations of
heartbeats/config beacons/alert beacons aren't allowed.

• The target path for the POST requests differs based on the beacon type:

– Configuration beacons:

http://{hostname.domain}/encoder/{encoderid}/config

– System heartbeat beacons:

http://{hostname.domain}/encoder/{encoderid}/heartbeat/system

– Stream heartbeat beacons:

http://{hostname.domain}/encoder/{encoderid}/heartbeat/stream

– Alert beacons:

http://{hostname.domain}/encoder/{encoderid}/alert

Note: You need to obtain the {hostname.domain} and {encoderid} from
Akamai as part of the provisioning flow for encoder integration. Contact your
account representative for assistance.
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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